
Margit Sands’ family has owned the Dean

Place deep within the Buttes since 1898. She

will present a montage of the Buttes wildflow-

ers and share youthful memories of work and

play within the Buttes’ hidden valleys and

prominent peaks.

Mike Hubbartt, who has lived on the remote

north side of the Buttes for over thirty years,

conducts public presentations for the Founda-

tion. He has published a pictorial history about

the Sutter Buttes. He will share his perspective

regarding political and developmental pres-

sures that face the Buttes today.
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T
he Sutter Buttes, that mysteriously isolated

cluster of peaks in the center of the Sacramento

Valley has intrigued explorers, researchers,

writers, naturalists, and the curious to enter and climb

its hills and peaks, and then to record their findings in journals

and publications for the past 200 years.

Much research goes on today, contributing to our understanding

of the natural world. The landscape is not readily accessible to

the public, except by tours such as those conducted by the Middle

Mountain Foundation, which leads interpretive hikes and provides

educational programs for area schools.

MMF Board members Margit Sands and Mike Hubbartt will share

their perspectives on a unique landscape that has been protected

from development by the ranching and farming operations of ap-

proximately a dozen families.

General Meeting
MAY 2, 2012

Wednesday 7:30 pm
Butte County Library, OROVILLE
(directions on page 3.)

Presented by

MARGIT SANDS

and MIKE HUBBARTT

Middle Mountain Foundation



Field
Trips

Wes Dempsey and Gerry Ingco

Co-chairs
Wild Ginger

Photo by Ron Coley

PULGATO MAYARO
FEATHER RIVER

April 29

Sunday

Meet at Chico Park & Ride west parking lot (Hwy 99/32) at

9 am, with lunch, water, and walking gear for a drive along

the PG&E power line road above the Feather River with

several stops to look at fritillaria, snowdrop bush, bleed-

ing heart, and many others. The road is rough and mostly

1-lane. At Pulga we will start in the serpentine and higher

up we will run into granite and quite a different plant com-

munity. The road is gated above Mayaro but we will hike

along it for a short distance. A gorgeous waterfall at Camp

Creek is near the the lunch stop. Call leader for alternate

meeting place. Leader: Wes Dempsey 530-342-2293.

FEATHER FALLS
May 13

Sunday

Meet at Chico Park & Ride west parking lot (Hwy 99/32)

at 8 am with lunch, drink, and hiking gear for this stren-

uous (9-mile roundtrip with long climb at the end)) but

spectacular outing. The flowers should be great with

fine displays of azalea and snowdrop bushes along with

Clarkias and wild ginger. The falls should be at their best

after the recent rains. Call or email leader for alternate

meeting place. Leader: Woody Elliott 530-342-6053

woodyelliott@gmail.com

MAIDU MEDICINE WALK
UPPER BIDWELL PARK

May 20

Sunday

Meet at Horseshoe Lake, parking area E, at 9 am in Up-

per Bidwell Park, bring water and wear walking gear. We
will see about 30 of the native plants that the local Maidu

used for medicine, crafts, and food such as blue elder-

berry for musical instruments and food, Indian soap “root”

for glue and making an acorn meal brush, foothill pine

for skin salve and food, and many others. Leader: Wes

Dempsey 530-342-2293

CARIBOU TRAIL
UPPER NORTH FORK
FEATHER RIVER

May 27

Sunday

Meet at Chico Park & Ride west parking lot (Hwy 99/32) at

8:30 am with lunch, drink, and walking gear for one of our

best flower outings. Hike an easy, 3-mile (roundtrip) trail

starting at the historic Caribou powerhouse and closely

following the Feather River. This is one of the few places

we see white lady slippers, orange epipactis orchids, and

native azaleas all together along with leopard lilies, pink

draperia, and many others. Return to Chico about 5 pm.

Call leader for alternate meeting place. Leader: Majorie

McNairn 530-343-2397
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Executive
Board Meeting

May 16, 2012

Catie and Jim Bishop’s

cj bishop 1 991 @sbcg lobal.net

President’s Message
by Paul L. Moore

Chapter President

I

want to join the chorus congratulating Jim Bishop for being hon-

ored as a Fellow of the California Native Plant Society, which is

the state-wide organization. Organizations, whether at the state

or local level, require commitment, intensity, knowledge and, in

our case, volunteer effort to make it work. Clearly, Jim has dem-

onstrated these qualities in a substantial way. We are proud of

him and pleased for him (see article on page 4.)

I want to also acknowledge his partner in all of this, his wife, Catie.

They are clearly a team and both need to be recognized for their

contributions, for which we are grateful. And I know Jim appreci-

ates this team approach, as I have heard him say so. They are

joining a growing list of members who have contributed to our

community and its goals for our wonderful environment, includ-

ing Wes Dempsey and John Whittlesey. Congratulations Jim and

Catie.

Now that summer is near, I would like to encourage our members

and readers to take advantage of all of the learning and outdoor

experiences the Mount Lassen Chapter provides. The lectures

on the first Wednesday of the month are both intellectually and

personally stimulating, as they focus on various plants, locations

and identification practices. And the hikes take you to places you

would probably not see except through organized programs like

ours. I hope to see you on the trail or at one of the lectures

DIRECTIONS to the OROVILLE LIBRARY

for GENERAL MEETING on MAY 2

E
xit Hwy 70 at Montgomery Avenue, and go east on Mont-

gomery to Lincoln (just past the Ford dealership and City

Hall offices). Turn right (south) on Lincoln, which is one-way,

following it under the railroad tracks, where it soon becomes

two-way. The library is ahead on your left as you approach the

traffic light at Mitchell. Turn left into the library parking lot. There

is additional parking on the other side of the Library.

Legislative Notes
by David Anderson

EPA LOSES SOME TEETH

O n March 12, 2012 the U.S. Supreme Court held that a

landowner has the right to seek judicial review of a compli-

ance order issued by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)

under the federal Clean Water Act. The landowner wanted to

build a home on his property near a lake. The lot consisted partly

of wetlands, which he filled without securing a permit from the

Corps of Engineers. The EPA investigated the fill and, contrary

to the claims of the landowner, determined that the wetlands

were “navigable waters” subject to the Clean Water Act. EPA

found that the fill violated the Act and issued a compliance order

requiring the landowner to restore the wetlands or risk a heavy

civil penalty for every day of non-compliance. The landowner

tried to challenge the compliance order in federal court, but the

lower federal courts ruled that his challenge could be made only

in defense of an EPA suit to enforce its order. The Supreme

Court reversed and held that the Administrative Procedure Act

authorized landowners to go to court immediately to test and seek

injunctions against compliance orders. There is no deadline for

the EPA in filing suits to enforce its compliance orders, but the

penalty for non-compliance is a maximum of $37,500 per day

until the EPA goes to court to enforce its order. Then it becomes

a maximum of $75,000 per day. Thus a landowner who refuses

to comply faces a potentially humongous aggregation of penalties

if the court upholds the EPA order.

The decision does not bode well for protection of the remaining,

invaluable wetlands. The extent of federal jurisdiction over and

protection of isolated wetlands and vernal pools has long been

uncertain. Determinations of the EPA and Corps of Engineers

as to whether isolated wetlands are “navigable waters” under

the Clean Water Act are now made on a case by case basis. By

authorizing suits against EPA compliance orders the Supreme

Court decision reduces the landowner’s risk of accumulating

heavy statutory penalties. That will tend to encourage landown-

ers to take a chance on unpermitted fills of isolated wetlands

and vernal pools.

Those who want to read the decision can Google “Sackett v.

Environmental Protection Agency.” It is relatively short (1 0 pages)

and, unlike most Supreme Court decisions, easy reading.
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NEW CNPS FELLOW
ONE OF OUR OWN

by Catie Bishop

I

have the distinct pleasure to announce that Jim Bishop, a member

of Mount Lassen Chapter, has been made a Fellow of CNPS. This

is the highest honor that can be given to a member. The award is

given to those individuals who have shown their commitment to CNPS

over many years in participation at the State level.

Like a lot of us, he came to enjoy and appreciate plants later in life

although his conservation ethic has always been strong. At the State level over

the last 15 years Jim has been Chapter Council (CC) Chair, CC Vice Chair, CC

Representative to the Board of Directors, Chair of the Program Policy Commit-

tee, State Board Director at Large, Vice President of Administration, CC Meeting

organizer, and he sits on the Education committee and sat on the Governance

Committee when CNPS transitioned from its old structure to the new gover-

nance.

Thank You

Jim

Jim understands that to be able to do real and significant conservation work,

CNPS must be well structured and run. And like a lot of conservation organiza-

tions, most of the “housekeeping” of running CNPS falls to volunteers. Their dedi-

cation, enthusiasm, and commitment to the conservation cause are what make it

possible for the scientific information to be gathered and dispersed, policy imple-

mented and conservation accomplished. CNPS is the only voice on behalf of the

importance of native plants and habitats

with the goal of making it impossible to ig-

nore the critical place they hold in keeping

our ecosystem functioning.

So join me in showing our appreciation for

his willingness to help continue the prog-

ress CNPS has made over the years, and

our pride that he is one of our own.

Our JIM BISHOP acknowledges receipt of

CNPS Fellow Resolution No. 2012-01 from

Mount Lassen Chapter President Paul Moore

with CNPS Board Director Brian LeNeve, Catie

Bishop and Susan Bazell at Mount Lassen

Chapter Board Meeting -

March 21 , 2012 Photo by Woody Elliott
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WHAT IS IT?RARE PLANT
TBBASUBB HUNT

by Ron Coley, Rare Plant Chair

WURLITZER UNIT, VINA PLAINS PRESERVE

May 5, Saturday

F
or the second in a series of following Vernon Oswald surveys, we

will see if we can find the rare plants he found. This might be our

only chance to go to the Wurlitzer Unit. The plants would be the Tehama

navarretia, Henderson’s bentgrass, Sanford’s arrowhead, and Greene’s

tuctoria. Meet at Chico Park & Ride west parking lot (Hwy 99/32) in time to

leave at 9:30 am. Bring lunch, water, good hiking shoes for uneven ground,

sunscreen, insect repellent and money for ride sharing.

Wurlitzer Unit, Vina Plains Preserve, is across the highway from Vina

Plains Preserve. It is on Haille Road, off Hwy 99, north of Chico. From

Chico it takes about 20 minutes and is 14.2 miles from the Hwy 99 & 32

park & ride. Alternate meeting spot would be on Haille Road at Hwy 99.

HAPPY HUNTING.

THANK YOU
HELPERS!

OROVILLE WILDFLOWER FESTIVAL

APRIL 7, 2012

Flowering now

in Upper Bidwell Park,

two species of this genus

are known to be in the park.

Answer in June Issue

Photo by Robert Fischer

We had a successful table on

April 7 at the Oroville Wildflower

Festival. Thank you to Catie Bishop,

Jim Bishop, Ron Coley, Phyllis Lindley,

Carla, and Susan Mason who helped

with the event. Ron made some cheerful

weights to help keep the canopy from

lifting in the wind. Woody and Anne El-

liott helped out by leading trips on Table

Mountain. We sold Table Mountain Wild-

flowers books, and gave away Pipe-

vines. Reminded folks about the May

Oroville General Meeting and the April

21 Plant Sale. Made some new friends

that are interested in native plants
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INVASIVE PLANT ©OKHTROL
by Susan Mason, Invasives Chair

T
here are basically four ways to control weeds. Some

methods may be more appropriate for small gardens and

others for vast acreages, but the principle is the same no

matter the size of the plot or infestation. As you’re researching

your weeds, here are some of the terms you’re likely to see.

MECHANICAL CONTROL is any weeding technique involv-

ing only humans with or without the use of tools. Each mechani-

cal method has advantages and disadvantages. Hand removal

is thorough and can remove roots but is slow and must be re-

peated to be effective. Cutting is fast and low cost but is indis-

criminate and doesn’t kill the weed roots. Disking is fast with a

moderate cost but is also indiscriminate and can increase rhi-

zomes (e.g. Johnsongrass). Girdling or frilling, for plants with

woody stems, may also be used in conjunction with herbicide;

however, it can actually increase resprouting for some plant

species (e.g. Tree of Heaven, Chinese tallowtree).

CHEMICAL CONTROL is the use of herbicides which may

be applied using a variety of techniques:

• Hack & squirt (chip through bark in woody stem plant and

apply herbicide into wound)

• Cut stump (cut off trunk or stem and immediately treat cut

area with herbicide)

• Basal bark (apply herbicide to a section of bark of woody

stem plant)

• Foliar spray (broadcast or directed, depending on the type

of nozzle used)

• Stem injection (drill a hole and inject herbicide)

• Spot spray (e.g. a squirt of Roundup on a dandelion leaf)

• Wicking (applied like a paint roller would apply paint to

a wall)

BIOCONTROL is the use of insects or other natural predators

to control the growth of a specific plant species. These are not

genetically modified organisms. Researchers look for biocontrol

agents in plant country of origin—this may be an insect, fungus,

rust, etc. They first test the potential control agent in an interna-

tional lab, then, if it is deemed to be effective and safe by the ap-

propriate US regulatory agency, they bring it to the US and test

in a lab. These lab tests focus not only on the predator’s efficacy

but also make sure it harms only the target species. The next

step is a test outdoors in an isolated area. Then small controlled

releases are made followed in a year or more by countywide

releases with continued monitoring. It can be a 10-20 year pro-

cess before field releases. Just like herbicides, the distribution

and use of specific predators is controlled by individual states

as each geographic region has distinct flora, fauna and other

natural resources that need to be protected.

CULTURAL CONTROLS include burning (used extensively

by California Indians to manage both plants and game animals),

grazing (cattle, sheep, and goats), tarping (excluding light and

sometimes water from weeds), solarization (cooking weeds un-

der clear plastic), planting cover crops (providing competition to

weeds) and mulching (reducing light and water availability for

weeds).

INTEGRATED CONTROL METHODS use a combination

of control methods over time to manage weeds and their seed

banks. The term “Adaptive Management” means modifying con-

trol methods based on observations of results from prior work.

(Continued on page 7)
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SAVE THE DATE

FOR CHEATGRASS
June 16, Saturday

(Continued from page 6.) But of course, before you can modify your

management strategy, you must first have a strategy and have

tried to implement it!

PLANT BIOLOGY
To determine what control method to employ for any particular

weed species, consider the plant’s basic biology as well as your

weed control budget:

• What does it look like when small?

• Is it an annual, biennial or perennial plant?

• How does it reproduce?

• When do its seeds mature?

• How do its seeds spread?

• How long is the seed viable?

• What’s the best time of year to control?

and conversely, what’s the worst time?

• What’s the best control method?

• What’s the least expensive (time and/or money)

control method?

Some general guidelines for controlling

herbaceous plants:

WINTER OR SUMMER ANNUAL HERBS You should control

annuals before they produce seeds. They’re most vulnerable at

seedling stage. You can hand pull, mow, or graze the weeds

but you must also manage the seedbank as most weed seeds

are viable for more than one year. Yellow starthistle and punc-

turevine are annual herbs.

BIENNIAL HERBS These plants develop strong roots the first

year, then bolt and flower the second year. When you first initi-

ate treatment, you will always have two generations to work with

and will need to treat both. If you can eliminate one age class,

your future work is all on plants of the same age class. An ex-

ample of this is common mallow.

PERENNIAL HERBS These plants have large underground

storage structures—roots, tubers, rhizomes, bulbs, corms. To

control them, you must kill the underground structure. Treat-

ment is most effective when the leaves are fully expanded. Ital-

ian arum and American pokeweed are common perennial herbs

in our area.

Recently, while researching eradication methods for Japa-

nese honeysuckle (Lonicera japonica, Caprifoliaceae fam-

ily), I ran across the responses to a woman who was debating

whether to plant Japanese honeysuckle on her property. She

knewthat itwas invasive in some regions butthought that because

she would plant

it at the back of

her 8 acres, it

wouldn’t matter.

What struck me

most about the

replies was that

none of them

asked “what’s

adjacent to that

area?” No one

suggested that

the planting

might sprawl

beyond her

property bound-

aries or that its

seeds might be

carried by wind,

water, or wild-

life to someone

else’s yard. At the end of the series of comments, this woman

announced that she’d decided instead to plant the even more

ominous sounding giant Laotian honeysuckle.

When it comes to invasive plants, we are our brother’s keeper

and it wouldn’t hurt to observe the Golden Rule too. You may,

as a Bidwell Park neighbor (who criticized us for removing a

40-foot tall, fruit-laden Japanese privet from the nearby park

property) said, be willing to pull out hundreds of seedlings from

your lawn every year, but what about the thousands of other

seedlings from that tree which sprout in neighbors’ yards or in

wildland areas? Invasive plants are like cats - they don’t recog-

nize property boundaries. We have some degree of obligation

to our neighbors and community to make responsible choices in

what we plant in our yards and perhaps even more so, to try to

remove plants that are known to cause great environmental and

economic damage. (Continued on page 9.)
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BUTTE COUNTY FIRE SAFE COUNCIL

Garden planted in 2007 with

donation from Floral Native Nursery

Native Plant Garden Story

Native Garden at

5619 Black Olive Dr, Paradise CA

Before, during and after planting

Maintenance of the garden

with CCC volunteers
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FAWN LILIES WILL WAIT
by Linda Oslin

Awakened from dreams of Fawn Lilies by

staccato notes of raindrops-

-

The hike was off.

Yesterday’s conversations decided that

rivulets of water over steep, muddy, rocky

paths to the Feather’s West Branch
would cancel.

Ah, snuggle down--

Fawn Lilies will wait.

March 25, 2012

Photo by Ron Coley

(Continued from page 7)

You may be wondering what this has to do with cheatgrass.

Well, we’ve all made mistakes in plant selection (poplar trees by

a neighbor’s swimming pool, mint under the garden faucet) and

in not recognizing a volunteer plant’s weedy nature soon enough

(ah, those beautiful pokeweed leaves and berries). Even public

agencies have been guilty of this - recommending Arundo donax

and tamarisk for erosion control, including invasive species in

their grazing plant mixes, planting pampas grass along high-

ways. Now you have an opportunity to atone for your transgres-

sions by participating in the completely altruistic cheatgrass

(Bromus tectorum

)

pulling field trip at Lassen Volcanic National

Park on June 16th. No feelings of guilt that you helped create

this problem, just the pleasure of an unrewarded good deed!

Combine an excursion to Lassen Volcanic National Park with a

volunteer work session to hand - pull small infestations of inva-

sive cheatgrass before the plants set seed. Depending on the

snow melt, we’ll be at Terminal Geyser with Butte Lake as a

backup site. Look for trip details in the June Pipevine. There may

be an opportunity to camp overnight and continue your work on

June 17th.
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by Rex Burress

W hether you think of ponderosa as being

a ranch during “Bonanza” days on TV,

or the tree that it is, you will probably

connect the word to the mountains.

Ponderosa is also the species name for this Pinus

(not Penis as I once said in a speech!), generally

connected to the middle range of mountains from

about 200 to 5000 feet. This is the Yellow Pine,

noted for the rich yellow-orange bark that flakes

off into artful puzzle pieces, prized by craft work-

ers and artists.

Think of ponderosa, and you think of Oakland Camp at about

3500 feet on Spanish Creek near Quincy. The conifer pine-

clan consists of about 35 species in America (550 species in

the world), and the ponderosa is the most widespread in the

west. You know them by their bark; their two to three bunched

needles, conical six-inch cones, and their 180-foot height.

A record 268-foot specimen was found in Oregon, making

ponderosa the tallest of the pines. They were discovered by

David Douglas in 1826.

The Jeffrey Pine
(
Pinus jeffreyi), a more rugged look-alike,

continues on up to the 8000-foot elevation mark. The crown is

denser and the cones larger-the only pine with a paraffinlike

sap compound rather than the terpenes-turpentine goo. The

bark reeks of vanilla.

With that all said, we don’t think of ponderosa as a natural

Oroville area tree, but a small grove of seven grows alongside

the Diversion Pool. The seeds somehow drifted down from the

heights to lodge among the rocks in Gray (Digger) Pine country.

There they cluster, like aliens with dark stiff swords ready to

do battle with the flimsy-leaved Pinus sabiniana.

Down along the river, upstream from the Feather River Nature

Center, along the Sewim-Bo Trail, a ponderosa grows, one of

three that Loren Gill transplanted from Berry Creek. In about

12 years it has spiraled to nearly 10 feet tall, and the staunch

10-inch dark green needles stand out brightly as if to repel any

invaders.

I often pause by this representative of the glorious

Sierras, smell the piney aroma arising from the

carpet of castoff needles, and reminisce about life

in a harsher environment higher in the sky. Novem-

ber.. .and the deciduous black oaks and maples

are shedding their leaves, but the stately pines up

there on Lookout Mountain stand straight and tall

like sentinels on the mountainous slopes, clinging

to their conifer green, even though snow and fierce

weather descends in the winter.

As I commune with the Sewim-Bo ponderosa, I can

hear the rapids of Spanish Creek cascading over

rocks and through the umbrella plant stems. I see the Dipper bird

plunging into the torrent in quest of aquatic plunder. The Stellar’s

Jay scampers through the branches searching for what chance

might place before its vagrant flight. The summer flowers are fair-

est there, and sweetest the breath of the summer air. It is Oakland

Camp where people gather to share the summer atmosphere with

flora and fauna that call the habitat home most of the year.

Loren’s transposed ponderosa is akin to the ponderosa at Paul’s

Place at the junction of Toll-Gate Creek and Spanish Creek...

upstream 75 miles from Oroville and 3000-feet higher. Paul’s

place is where pioneering camp naturalist Paul Covel paused at

Oakland Camp in 1975-87 to partake of the wonders of nature.

I paused there, too, for 25 years, and now naturalist Joe Willis

carries on the tradition. May it always be so. ..the spirit of nature

discovery and interpretation carried on to future generations by

aspiring naturalists on whose shoulders nature lovers will always

stand.

Everything in the Universe is hitched together. - John Muir

Where it is we do not need the wall:

He is all pine and I am apple orchard.

My apple trees will never get across

And eat the cones under his pines, I tell him.

He only says,

‘Good fences make good neighbors.
’

‘...Something there is that doesn’t love a wall...’

- Robert Frost from Mending Wall
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Friends of the

CHICO STATE HERBARIUM

Officers & Chairs

4th Annual

HERBARIUM OPEN HOUSE
and

Students’ Plant Photo Contest

May 11, 2012

There will be a display of the Student’s Plant Photo

Contest during the Open House (12-4 pm) in the

Chico State Herbarium, CSUC Campus, Holt Hall Room

129. The Student’s Plant Photo Contest is open to 6 - 12

grade students. There is no fee for submission and there

are cash prizes. Maximum of two entries per participant.

All entries must be received by May 8, 2012 in order to be

displayed and judged. Submit photos in 8”X10” format to

the Gateway Science Museum Ticket Office, with the title

or subject, your name, grade level, school and contact in-

formation OR to mail to 2012 Plant Photo Contest, Chico

State Herbarium, CSU Chico, CA 95929-0515. Photos

may not be returned and will be modified as needed for

display purposes. Contact Elena atfriendsoftheherbarium

@gmail.com for questions or more information.

May 19

Botanical Illustration

by Judy McCrary

Want to draw plants and flowers? Here’s your chance! Local illus-

trator and teacher, Judy McCrary, will concentrate on pencil and

ink techniques, although other media may be explored depending

upon the interests of the participants.

For details and registration go to

www.csuchico.edu/biol/Herb/Events.html

California Native Plant Society,

Mount Lassen Chapter

and LIKE US

mountlassen.cnps.org

facebook

ELECTED OFFICERS (530)

President PAUL MOORE 343-4287

pmoore@csuchico.edu

Past President JANNALATHROP 636-4547

jlathrop4mlc@comcast.net

Vice-President JOHN MEEHAN 894-5339

jsmeehan64@yahoo.com

Secretary JIM BISHOP
cjbishopl 991 @sbcglobal.net

Treasurer SUSAN BAZELL 876-1475
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Member-at-Large
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paulashapiro@wildblue.net
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CINDY WEINER 342-7645
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Rare Plants
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ADRIENNE EDWARDS
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smason908@gmail.com
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paulashapiro@wildblue.net

DENISE DEVINE 345-8444
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MOUNT LASSEN CHAPTER CNPS
P. O. BOX 3212
CHICO, CA 95927-3212

mountlassen.cnps.org

Student / Limited Income $25

Individual $45
Family / Library $75

Plant Lover $100
Patron $300
Benefactor $600

April

29 - Pulga to Mayaro

May

2 - General Meeting

4 - Pipevine Deadline

5 - Treasure Hunt

13 - Feather Falls

16 - Board Meeting

20 - Maidu Walk

27 - Caribou Trail


